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SUMMARY 
APPLICATION OF CFD TECHNIQUES TOWARD THE VALIDATION 
OF NONLINEAR AERODYNAMIC MODELS 
by 
Lewis B Schiff and Joseph Katz 
NASA Ames Research Center 
Moffett F1eld. CA 94035 
Applications of CFD methods to determine the regimes of applicab1lity of nonlinear models de-
scr1bing the unsteady aerodynamic responses to aircraft flight motlons are described The potential 
advantages of computational methods over experimental methods are discussed and the concepts underly-
1ng mathematlcal model1ng are revlewed The economic and conceptual advantages of the modeling pro-
cedure over coupled. simultaneous solutions of the gasdynamic equations and the vehicle's kinematic 
equations of motion are discussed The modeling approach. when valid. el1minates the need for costly 
repet1tive computat1on of flowfield solutions For the test cases considered. the aerodynamic model-
1ng approach 1S shown to be val1d 
INTRODUCTION 
Predict10ns of aircraft flight motions. design of aircraft control systems. and development of 
realistic piloted flight slmulators all hinge on accurate knowledge of the unsteady aerodynamic 
forces and moments acting on the maneuvering aircraft Predlction of these unsteady a1rloads 1S 
compl1cated by the fact that the instantaneous flowfield surrounding the aircraft 1S not determined 
solely by the instantaneous values of the motion variables such as angle of attack. pitch rate. and 
control deflect10n angles In general. the instantaneous state of the flowfleld. and thus the load-
ing. depends on the history of the motion. that is. on all states experienced by the flowfield during 
the maneuver prlor to the instant in question Time-history effects are accentuated by reqUirements 
for aircraft agillty. whlch lead to flight in the high-angle-of-attack regime and rap1d changes in 
the orientatlon of the aircraft As a result. hlghly-maneuverable aircraft can experience nonllnear 
and unsteady airloads due to large regions of three-dimensional separated flow. concentrated vortex 
flows. and the presence and movement of shock waves 
Complete evaluation of time-history effects in wind-tunnel experiments would require the avail-
abllity of an apparatus capable of simulating. at suitable rates. the complete range of motions the 
a1rcraft would experience in flight. and capable of measurlng the aerodynamic response to those mo-
tions By coupling this apparatus with a computer. the aircraft·s equations of motion could be lnte-
grated in tlme from specified lnitial conditions The computed aircraft flight attitude and angular 
rates would determine the new position of the apparatus. while the measured aerodynamic forces and 
moments would be lnput to update the computed aircraft motlon Although. in princlple. capable of 
accounting for all time-history effects. such a general wlnd-tunnel apparatus is. unfortunately. far 
more easily envisioned than constructed As a result the conventional method of predlcting alrcraft 
fllght motlons relies on an alternatlve approach. that of mathematical modeling 
In the modellng approach. one attempts to speclfy a form for the aerodynamic response that re-
malns the same in the determination of the aerodynamic response to all motions of interest Ideally. 
a mathematlcal model enables one to syntheslze the response to a general maneuver from the known 
aerodynamlc responses of the aircraft to a limited number of specific. characterastlc motlons Wlnd-
tunnel evaluations of the responses to the characteristic motions are. in principle. more easily ac-
complished than simulations of the general maneuvers The development of mathematical models capable 
of accurately describing the variety of aerodynamic phenomena acting on aircraft maneuverlng in the 
nonlinear flight regime has been a SUbject of ongoing interest (Refs 1.2). and continues to be ad-
dressed in this symposium (Refs 3.4) 
The utllity of a proposed mathematical model is dependent upon the range of vehlcle motions and 
aerodynamlC phenomena which it can encompass. Determining the range of validity of a candldate math-
ematlcal model would require 1) determlning the aerodynamic response of an aircraft to the set of 
characterlstic motions called for by the model. 2) predicting a wide variety of aircraft motion his-
tories using the model and the determined responses. and 3) comparing the predicted motion historles 
against actual flight histories The val1dity of the model would be demonstrated by a match between 
the predicted and flight motion histories While such a model validation procedure is straightfor-
ward in principle. it lS difficult to accomplish in practice Flight-test data are expensive to ob-
tain. and accurate determination of motion histories during extreme maneuvers is difflcult (see Ref 
5 for a discussion of flight-test difficulties) Further. accurate wind-tunnel determination of the 
unsteady responses to the characteristic motions is itself nontrivial (see Refs 6.7 for a descrip-
tion of relevant experimental techniques) In addition. in the comparison of motion histories. small 
changes in the values of the terms of the model may integrate to produce large deviations between 
the actual and predicted motions Thus. few. if any. satisfactory model validations have been ac-
complished for a general set of flight maneuvers 
Fortunately. the remarkable advances which have occurred in computer technology and computational 
fluid dynamics now offer the aerodynamicist a promising alternative approach Today. we can envision 
utilizing CFD techniques to study unsteady three-dimensional flows. both to investigate aerodynamic 
time-history effects and to validate aerodynamic mathematical models 
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A stralghtforward computational approach to investigating time-hlstory effects (assumlng the 
availabllity of codes and computer resources adequate to solve suitably modeled equations of turbu-
lent flow around an aircraft) would be to solve the flowfield equations simultaneously with the air-
craft's equations of motion Such a coupled approach is shown schematically ln Flg 1a This is, 
of course, the CFD analog of the general wind-tunnel apparatus described above, with computation of 
the instantaneous flowfield replacing the need for measurlng the aerodynamic response By using CFD 
techniques one avoids the experimental difficulties which hinder wind-tunnel measurements of unsteady 
flows Results of these coupled computations would be complete time histories of the aerodynamic re-
sponse and of the vehicle motion It is noteworthy that computations involving the coupled-equations 
approach have recently been carried out for several unsteady two-dimensional inviscld flows (Refs 
8 - 10), and for at least two unsteady two-dimensional viscous flows (Refs 11,12) However, lack 
of computational resources has, to date, precluded undertaking the analogous computations for (even 
steady) three-dimensional V1SCOUS flows 
Although coupling of the flowfield equations and the aircraft's lnertial equations of motion is, 
ln principle, an exact approach to accounting for aerodynamic time-hlstory effects in predicting the 
response to arbltrary maneuvers, it inevitably will be a very costly one This will be particularly 
true for maneuvers at high incidence, where the airloads depend nonlinearly on the motion variables 
Under such condltions the aircraft can experience widely varying motion histories, even if they are 
started from closely-spaced initial conditions Thus, to completely evaluate an aircraft's perfor-
mance envelope, a large number of computational cases, each involving the coupled equations, would 
be required to cover all possible sets of initial conditions Since the motion and the aerodynamic 
response are inextricably linked in the coupled approach, the flowfields must be recomputed for each 
change in lnitial conditions 
In contrast to the coupled-equations approach, utlllzing mathematical modellng in conjunction 
with CFn techniques can ellminate the need for repetitive computation of flowfield solutions, and 
will lead to more efficient use of computational resources The modeling approach is shown schemati-
cally ln Fig 1b As has been previously mentioned, ln formulating a model one attempts to identify 
a set of characteristic motions from whose aerodynamlc response one can generate the response to gen-
eral maneuvers Within the regime of validity of the mathematical model, computatlonal evaluation 
of the aerodynamic terms specifled by the model would be required only once, whereupon they could be 
utilized over a range of motion variables and flight conditions. Flight motions could then be pre-
dicted by solving the aircraft's equations of motion independently of the flowfield computatlons, at 
far less cost 
Presupposing the availability of codes adequate to solve the equations governing turbulent flows 
around an aircraft, evaluation of the validity of a candidate aerodynamic mathematical model can it-
self be easily accomplished with the use of CFD techniques Two validation procedures can be enVl-
sioned The first method parallels the experimental validation procedure discussed above, that is, 
by comparing vehlcle motion historles To carry out the validation, the aerodynamlc responses to 
the characterlstic motlons would be evaluated from flowfield computations Once obtalned, these re-
sponses can be used, together with the model, to predlct a series of motion historles On the other 
hand, by using the coupled-equatlons approach, motion histories which take exact account of tlme-
history effects can be obtalned for the same set of initial conditions Both series of motion his-
torles are subject to precisely the same set of approximations made in computing the flowfield Dif-
ferences, lf any, between the motion histories must be attributable to the assumptions made in the 
modeling process Thus, the validity of the mathematical model would be demonstrated by agreement 
between the motlon hlstories The second computational model valldatlon procedure would involve com-
putlng the aerodynamlc responses to the characteristic motions, and using the mathematical model and 
the computed responses to obtain the aerodynamic (rather than the motion) response to a complex, but 
specified, motion The response to the complex motion would also be computed directly, and compared 
~o the one obtained using the mathematical model Here the validity of the model would be demon-
strated by agreement between the two aerodynamic response hlstories 
In this paper we review two mathematlcal model validatlon efforts effected with CFD techniques 
In the flrst, Chyu and Schiff (Ref 10) utllized two-dimensional unsteady-flow computatlons to val-
idate a nonllnear aerodynamic mathematical model for the case of a freely-deflectlng flap hinged to 
a statlonary airfoil and immersed in a transonic flow Validation of the model was demonstrated by 
close agreement of flap motion histories obtained with the model and those obtained wlth the coupled-
equations approach More recently, Katz and Schiff (Ref 13) investigated the validlty of a non-
linear aerodynamic mathematical model for low-rate multi-degree-of-freedom motions of a delta wing 
maneuvering at large angles of attack. Although computation of three-dimensional unsteady viscous 
flows by means of modeled equations of turbulent flow is not yet feasible, computation of unsteady 
three-dimensional inviscid flows by means of potential equations is currently possible The authors 
of Ref 13 employed a nonlinear vortex-lattice method to compute the aerodynamic responses to the 
characteristic motions called for by the model Aerodynamic responses to complex spec if led motions 
were generated by means of the model and also from direct flowfield computations The validity of 
the mathematical modeling concepts for the delta wing maneuvering in the high-angle-of-attack reglme 
was demonstrated by close agreement of the corresponding force histories In the followlng sections 
we discuss the procedures and results of Refs 10 and 13, focusing in particular on the valida-
tion of the mathematical models and on the costs of the modeling approach relative to those of the 
coupled-equations approach 
2, AERODYNAMIC MATHEMATICAL MODELS 
The form that an aerodynamic mathematical model takes depends upon the coordinates used and vari-
ables used to describe the motion, and on the types of aerodynamic phenomena that the model can en-
compass In a series of papers, Tobak and his colleagues used the concept of a nonlinear indicial 
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funct~on to der~ve aerodynam~c models to descr~be. within certain assumptions. nonplanar maneuvers 
of bod~es of revolution (Ref 14) and of aircraft (Refs 15.16) In th~s section an alternative 
der~vation ~s rev~ewed wh~ch puts clearly ~nto perspective the assumptions made ~n der~vlng the mod-
els. and the resultlng llmitations of the resulting models to accommodate certaln types of aerody-
namlC phenomena 
2 1 Model Describing Aircraft Maneuvers 
Consider a maneuvering aircraft whose center of mass travels an essentially stra~ght-line path at 
constant flight velocity The maneuvers can be descrlbed In terms of an aerodynamic axis system. in 
WhICh the or~entatl0n of the aircraft relative to the oncoming w~nd is spscified in terms of pitch 
and roll coord~nates (Fig 2) In this axis system the resultant angle of attack. a. is defined as 
the angle between the body-f~xed longltudinal X axis and the flight velocity vector The plane con-
talning a is called the resultant-angle-of-attack plane The roll. or bank. angle ~ is the angle be-
tween the normal to the resultant-angle-of-attack plane and a body-fixed axis (normal to the X axis) 
which l~es in the plane of the wing The resultant-angle-of-attack plane is free to rotate about the 
veloc~ty vector with a rotation rate. measured relative to an inertia frame. of ~ Knowledge of the 
history of the maneuver is equivalent to knowledge of the histor~es of a. ~. and ~ 
The a~rcraft undergoes a maneuver beginning at time zero The instantaneous aerodynamic response 
to the maneuver at time t depends. in general. on the entire history of the maneuver That is. the 
response depends on the histories of the motion variables over the interval from 0 to t Mathemati-
cally. the response is a functional of the motion variables Thus the pltching-moment coefflcient. for 
example. can be expressed in the square-bracket notatlon of Volterra. as 
(1) 
where E is a dummy tlme variable ranging from 0 to t Note that ~(E) appears in Eq (1). rather 
than ~(E). because the aerodynamic response IS independent of the or~entation of the angle-of-attack 
plane (In contrast to that of the pilot) and depends only on the rate at which the a plane ~s rotat-
~ng 
If the motlon IS assumed to be dlfferentiable, one can expand each of the variables atE). ~(~), 
and ~(E) In Taylor series about e = t Knowledge of the past hlstory of the motlon IS equlvalent to 
knowing all of the coeff~clents of the series Substitutlng these coeffic~ents for the motlon his-
torles In Eq (1) converts the p1tch1ng-moment response from a funct10nal to a funct1on, albe1t a 
functlon of an 1nf1n~te number of var1ables Thus. the pitch1ng-moment coefficient becomes 
,~(t),~(t),tP(t), ,~(t),J(t), (2) 
The assumpt10n that the motion h1story 1S different~able Immediately restricts the model to cases 
where the aerodynam1c forces and moments are continuous If sudden jumps 1n the aerodynam1c re-
sponse occurred, the aircraft would experience d1scontinuous accelerat1ons. and this would vlolate 
the assumpt10n of a different1able motlon history Restr1ct1on to contlnuous forces rules out the 
capac1ty of the result1ng mathemat1cal model to treat the b1-valued aerodynamic responses charac-
ter1z1ng stat1c hysteresis and both time-invariant and t1me-dependent subcritical bifurcat10ns (cf 
Ref 3) W~thin the restrict~on to cont1nuous. single-valued, aerodynamic responses, one can make 
a further assumptlon that. for the slowly-varying motions typifying a~rcraft rig1d-body motions, the 
aerodynamlc response w~ll have only a negligible dependence on the higher-order rate terms such as 
a(t), a(t), tP(t), ~(t), ¢(t), etc , and thus they may be neglected in Eq (2) This reduces the pitching-
moment response to a function of a finite, rather than an ~nfin1te, number of var1ables Cons1stent 
with the assumpt10n of slow motion, one ~s justified in expanding Eq (2) ~n a Taylor serles about 
a = 0, !/J = 0, and ~ = 0 The resulting model is 
!/Jb Cm(t) =Cm(a(t), !/J(t) , 0,0, 0) + 2U Cm• (a(t), ~(t), 0,0,0) 
ab ~b 
+ 2UCm~(a(t),!/J(t),0,0,0) + 2UCm.(a(t),~(t),0,0,0) 
where b is the wing span, and the zeros refer to the motion rates Equivalent expressions for the 
yaw~ng- and rolling-moment coefficients, C n and C/. and for the ax~al-, side-, and normal-force co-
efficlents, Cx, Cy, CN, are obtalned by substltuting these coefflcients wherever Cm appears in 
Eq (3) Again, the model applles to slowly varying motlons of the aircraft, although the val-
(3) 
ues of a and !/J may be large The mathematical model is seen to contain four terms, and each term 
can be identified with a speciflc, characteristic motion from which it may be evaluated Thus, 
Cm(a(t), ~(t), 0,0, 0) IS the pitching-moment coefficient that would be evaluated in a steady flow wlth a 
and ~ held fixed at a(t), ~(t) The second term, Cm+, is the contribution to the pitch~ng-moment co-
efficient due to roillng motion, and can be evaluated for small-amplitude oscillations in !/J about ~ 
= const, with a held flxed and ~ fixed at zero Similarly, the term Cm. 1S the contribution to the 
pitching-moment coeff~cient due to pitching motions, and can be evaluated for small-amplitude pla-
nar oscillations ~n a about a = const, with !/J held fixed and ~ fixed at zero. The last term, Cm.' 
is the rate of change of the pitching-moment coefficient with coning-rate parameter, ~b/2U, evalu-
ated at ~ = O. that would be determined from a steady coning motion with a = const, !/J = const. and ~ 
= const These characteristic mot~ons are illustrated in Fig 2 
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2 2 Model Describing Flap Motions 
Derlvation of an aerodynamic mathematical model applicable to slowly-varying motlons of a flap 
on an airfoil parallels that of the model, Eq (3), descrlbing the response to aircraft maneuvers 
For the airfoil flap motions considered in Ref 10, the coordinates illustrated in Flg 3 were em-
ployed The airfoil was a NACA 64A010 section hinged at the 75% chord point The forward portion of 
the airfoil was held fixed parallel to the oncoming stream, while the flap was free to move about its 
pivot point Positive values of the flap deflection angle, a/, and of the flap hinge-moment coeffi-
cient, Ch, are shown in Fig 3 As illustrated, a positive value of Ch would tend to increase the 
flap deflection angle For the single-degree-of-freedom flap motion, the hinge-moment coefficIent 
is, in general, a functional of the flap deflection angle history, ie, Ch(t) = Chi" /(€)] By means 
of the same 10glC described above for aircraft maneuvers, the functional can be reduced to the form 
(4) 
where the reference length I is the chord length, As before, the model applies to slowly-varYlng mo-
tions of the flap, although the values of the flap deflection angle can be large Again, each of the 
terms in Eq (4) is identified with a particular characteristic motion from which it may be evalu-
ated Thus, the term Ch(a/(t).O) is the hinge-moment coefficient that would be evaluated in a steady 
flow with the flap deflection angle held fixed at a/(t) The remaining term, Ch", , is the contribu-
tion to the hinge-moment coefficient due to flap motions, and can be evaluated for small-amplitude 
oscillations of the flap about a mean value of a/ held fixed at the instantaneous value of a/(t) 
2 3 Issues of Model Applicability 
Consistent wlth the assumptions made ln their development, aerodynamic mathematical models at the 
level of Eqs (3) and (4) are subject to the following restrictions 1) the response to a steady 
motion is ltself steady, 2) the response is a single-valued (although allowably nonlinear) function 
of the orientatlon of the body, and 3) the responses are linear in the motion rates Restriction 1 
rules out the possibllity of modeling time-dependent aerodynamic bifurcations, that lS, development 
of time-varying (periodic, quasi-perlodic, or chaotic) responses to a steady motion, e g , the time-
varylng flow observed surrounding a statlonary circular cylinder in crossflow at Re ~ 50 However, 
recent modeling efforts (see Ref 3), based on the concept of Fr~chet differentiabllity of the aero-
dynamlc response, lnclude treatment of such time-varying flows Restrictlon 2 precludes modellng the 
bi-valued aerodynamlc responses characterlzing static aerodynamic hysteresis WhlCh have been observed 
in cases of vortex asymmetry on slender bodies of revolutlon and on slender delta wings However, 
this behavior can also be accomodated (see Ref 1, and more recently, Ref 3) The thlrd restric-
tion precludes modeling the nonlinear dependence of the aerodynamic response on the motlon rates, and 
ln particular, nonllnear dependence on ~, the coning rate Such nonlinear variation with ~ has been 
observed experimentally (see Ref 17), and can be incorporated in the model by performing the Taylor 
series expansion about a = 0, t/J = 0, and ~ = ~(t) rather than about a = t/J = J = 0, as was done to obtain 
Eq (3) ThlS would result ln an aerodynamic model equivalent to the one derived prevlously (Ref 
16) using the nonlinear indicial function approach 
The utility of the aerodynamic modeling approach depends on the abilIty of the model to treat the 
aerodynamic phenomena which occur in flight In applying models analogous to Eq (3), the general 
aircraft motIon is decomposed into a sum of characteristic motions The aerodynamIc response to the 
general motion lS modeled as a sum of responses to the characteristic motions The actual response 
to the general motIon will differ from the modeled response if aerodynamIC phenomena excluded in de-
veloping the model are present The assumption made in developing Eq (3), that the aerodynamlc re-
sponses are continuous, single-valued functions of the motion variables, restrlcts the model to cases 
where neither hysteresis nor tlme-dependent aerodynamic bifurcations occur Wlthin thls restrlction, 
the remainlng causes for failure of the model to predict a general response would be eIther 1) SIg-
nificant nonlinear dependence of the aerodynamic responses on rates of motion within the range of 
rates actually experienced in flight, or 2) presence of slgnificant interactions between responses 
to pairs characteristic motions Examples of such interactions include those between responses to 
pitch oscillations and coning motion or between responses to roll oscillations and conIng motlon, 
ie, terms such as Cm". or Cm •• which have been excluded in deriVIng Eq (3) 
2 4 CFD ReqUIrements for Validating Models 
As discussed in Sec 1, validation of a candidate mathematical model with the use of CFD methods 
involves computatIon of both the aerodynamic response to characteristic motions and the response to 
either specified complex motions or coupled-equations responses From a CFD standpOInt, the boundary 
condltlons for the low-rate characterlstic pitching, roillng, and coning motions are llnear perturba-
tions ln a, t/J, and ~, respectively, about the zero values associated with the steady characterlstic 
motion If flowfields were governed by linear partial differential equations, the lInear boundary 
conditIons guarantee that the responses to the characteristic motIons would be linear In the rates 
Also, the response to any general motion could be obtained from superposition of the responses to the 
characteristic motions, for such a solution would satisfy both the PDE's and BC's exactly In this 
circumstance, models at the level of Eq (3) would be exact for all cases 
However, the actual equations governing fluid flow are nonlinear, and the presence of nonlinear 
convection terms in the momentum equations give rise to the possibility of all the aerodynamic phe-
nomena discuesed above Thus, to be useful in assessing the validity of a model, the computatlonal 
method must be based on nonlinear flowfield equations Approximating the flowfield equations with 
lInearized PDE's will clearly be unsatisfactory for validating nonlinear models Such models will 
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always appear to be valid. since the linearized flowfield equations cannot capturs nonlinear aerody-
namic effects Thus. validation of limited aerodynamic models analogous to those of Eqs (3) and 
(4) would require. at a minimum. a CFD method capable of demonstrating nonlinear aerodynamic behavior 
with the motion rates In Ref 10. Chyu and Schiff used a time-accurate method based on the non-
linear Euler equations to demonstrate the validity of the model. Eq (4). for the case of an oscil-
lating flap The Euler equations are capable of capturing nonlinear behavlor of both the steady and 
unsteady tlowfield responses Similarly. in Ret 13. Katz and Schitt utilized a nonlinear vortex-
lattice method to investigate the ability of the equivalent model. Eq (3). to describe the nonlin-
ear aerodynamic response to low-rate maneuvers of a delta wing In the vortex-lattice technique. the 
flowfield is assumed to be governed by the incompressible potential equation. V2~ = 0 Leading-edge 
separation is modeled by permitting vortex panels to shed from the leading edge of the wing. and the 
free vortex sheet is allowed to roll up in response to the local velocity fields Although the PDE 
which describes the flowfield is linear. the boundary conditions are not Allowing the free vortex 
sheets to roll up permits the method to encompass a nonlinear variation. if present. of the aerody-
namic response with the rates (see Ref 18) 
Methods based on nonlinear. inviscid flowfield equations would appear adequate to validate aero-
dynamic models analogous to those of Eqs (3) and (4) These computational methods cannot. however. 
incorporate aerodynamic phenomena such as onset of vortex asymmetry. vortex breakdown. and time-
varying response to fixed boundary conditions Thus. validation of aerodynamic models which purport 
to include these phenomena will require the use of methods based on nonlinear viscous flowfield equa-
tions 
3 VALIDATION FOR MANEUVERING DELTA WING 
In the study reported in Ref 13. CFD solutions were carried out for the unsteady three-
dimensional flowfield surrounding a sharp-leading-edge delta wing to demonstrate the validity of the 
multi-degree-of-freedom mathematical model. Eq (3) The flowfield was assumed to be governed by 
the potentlal equations. and a vortex-lattice method (VLM) was applied to solve the time-dependent 
equations 
3 1 Model Validation Procedure 
The particular wing considered in Ref 13 was a slender delta wing having an aspect ratio of 
unity (leading-edge sweep angle = 7596°) The center of mass was fixed at the wing half-chord (x/c 
= 050) The values of the resultant angle of attack and roll angle consldered are shown ln Flg 4 
The resultant angle of attack u ranged from 20° to 30°. whlle the roll angle ~ ranged from 0° (wing 
level) to 100 The dimensionless rates ub/2U. ~b/2U. and ~b/2U. ranged up to 0 16 The procedure 
utllized for validating the aerodynamic mathematical model applicable to the wing had three phases 
These were 
1) Evaluate the aerodynamic responses to the characteristic motions from vortex-lattice computa-
tions 
2) Generate aerodynamic force and moment response hlstories to prescribed complex motlons using 
the aerodynamic mathematical model and the aerodynamic data evaluated in phase 1 
3) Compare the histories obtained in phase 2 with force and moment histories that are. ln princl-
pIe. exact within the framework of the computational technique. namely those obtained by directly the 
vortex-lattice method to compute the response to the identical complex motions 
Demonstration of the validity of the mathematical modeling approach. as applied to the delta wing 
maneuvering in the high-angle-of attack regime. hinged on finding close agreement between the force 
and moment time-hlstories obtained from the two approaches 
3 2 Numerical Technique 
In the computational procedure. the surface of the wing is divided into a number of bound vortex 
panels The strengths of the bound panels are determined at each tlme step durlng the computation 
to enforce the boundary condition that there be no flow through the solid wing Informatlon describ-
ing the wlng's maneuver enters the computation through the solid-surface boundary condltion Tlme-
evolution of the wake behind the wing is modeled by allowing vortex panels to shed trom the trailing 
edge at each time step These wake panels have fixed strength and. upon leaving the wlng. move with 
the local fluid velocity 
When a delta wing is maneuvering at high angle of attack. flow separates near the wing leading 
edges. and the separated fluid rolls up above and behind the wing to form concentrated vortices For 
a sharp-edged wing. the separation line is essentially fixed at the sharp leading edge. and does 
not vary with changes in Reynolds number In the vortex-lattice method. leading-edge separatlon 
is modeled in a manner analogous to that of trailing-edge separation. by allowing vortex panels to 
shed from lines of separation specified to remain at the leading edges and permittlng them to move 
with the local flow velocity Specification of the bound vortex strengths and free vortex posi-
tions yields the pressure distribution on the wing and. in turn. the nonlinear unsteady airloads (cf. 
Refs 18-21). Details of the numerical method and a discussion of the accuracy of the computed re-
sults are found in Ref. 18 
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3 3 Aerodynamic Response to Characteristic Motions 
To obtain the aerodynamic data required by the mathematical model. Eq (3). computations were 
carried out for the wing in each of the four characteristic motions shown in Fig 2 at each value of 
resultant angle of attack and roll angle shown in Fig 4 The steady-state term Ck(U(t), !/I(t)). where 
Ck denotes any of the force or moment coefficients. was obtained from a computation in which the re-
sultant angle of attack and roll angle were held fixed. and the flowfield was allowed to evolve un-
til it reached a steady state In an analogous manner the term Ck. (u(t), !/I(t)) was obtained from a se-
ries of computations for steady coning motion in which the resultant angle of attack. roll angle. and 
coning-rate parameter were fixed. and the flo.field was allowed to evolve to a steady state Note 
that to an observer fixed in the moving wing. the flowfield due to a steady coning motion is indeed 
time-invariant The coefficient was then determined from the observed rate of change of the moment 
wi th coning-rate parameter. 8Ck/ 8( ~b/2U). evaluated at ~ • 0 
The aerodynamic coefficient due to pitch oscillations. Ck .. (u(t), !jI(t)). was evaluated from small-
amplitude harmonIC pitch oscillations about the mean values of resultant angle of attack and roll an-
gle shown in Fig 4 The wing was specified to move according to 
u = Uo + UI smwlt 
!jI =!/Io 
~=O 
(5) 
The amplitude of the harmonic mot1on. UI. was specified to be less than 20 The aerodynamic damping 
coefficient was evaluated from the component of the aerodynamic response that was 900 out of phase 
w1th the wing mot1on This rationale 1S easily seen by substituting the conditions describing the 
pitch oscillations (Eq (6» into the aerodynamic model to obta1n (after a Taylor-series expansion 
about u=uo and omission of terms of O(u~) 
(6) 
The coefficients 1n Eq (6) were obtained from a Fourier integration of the response over one cycle 
of the motion. as shown for the normal-force coefficient response in Fig 6. Thus 
The steady-state coefficient and its slope can be obtained either from the computations of the os-
cillatory motion (Eqs (7) and (8» or. preferably. from the computations of the steady motion de-
scnbed earlier 
(7) 
(8) 
(9) 
In an analogous manner. the coefficient due to roll osc1llations. Ck .. (u(t), !jI(t)). was evaluated for 
small-ampl1tude harmonic roll motions where 
u = Uo 
!jI = !jIo + !/II smw2t 
4>=0 
and the amplitude of the mot1on. !/II. was specified to be less than 20 
was obtained from 
(10) 
The roll damping coeff1cient 
(ll) 
The results of the computations for the characteristic motion are shown in Figs 6-8 Generation of 
these diagrams of the aerodynamic coefficients required 36 individual computations. one for each of 
the four characteristic motions at the nine combinations of resultant angle of attack and roll angle 
shown in Fig 4 The results confirm that. over the range of angles of attack and roll and over the 
range of rates considered. the aerodynamic responses to the characteristic motions are linear in the 
mot1on rates. and are single-valued functions of the angles Thus. barring ths presence of sign1fi-
cant nonlinear interactions between the responses to pairs of characteristic motions. the aerodynamic 
model. Eq (3). should prove to be valid 
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3 4 Aerodynamlc Response to Prescribed Complex Motlons 
The prescrlbed complex motions combined pltch osclilations. roll osclilatlons. and conlng motlon 
The combined motlons all had the basic form 
o =- 00 + 01 sJnwII, 
.p = .po +.pl SJn W 2 t , 
tjJ = W3 t , 
o -=- WIOI coswtl 
.p = W2.p1 COSW2 t 
<P - W3 
(12) 
Aerodynamlc response historles of the pitching-moment. rolling-moment. and normal-force coefficlents 
were computed from Eq (3). wlth the aerodynamIc coeffIcIents obtaIned from table look-ups of the 
data shown In Figs 6-8. and values of o • .p. and tjJ obtaIned from Eq (12) The aerodynamic re-
sponses to the combined motions were also obtained from direct VLM computatIons As was mentIoned 
earlIer. the use of the identical vortex-lattice method to evaluate both the nonlinear responses to 
the characteristIc motIons and the responses to the general large-amplItude motIons ensures a consis-
tent treatment of the time-hIstory effects Thus dIscrepancies. if present. between results obtained 
using the modellng approach and those obtaIned from the direct VLM computations must be attrIbuted to 
the Inadequacy of the aerodynamlc model 
3 5 ValidatIon of the Mathematical Model 
The motions consldered in Flgs 9 and 10 combine pitch and roll oscIllations. havlng amplI-
tudes of 3° and reduced frequencies ranging up to 015. superimposed on a steady coning motIon in 
WhICh no = 25° and .po = 5° Typical responses of the pItchIng-moment. rolling-moment. and normal-
force coeffIcients to these motions are shown in Figs 9 and 10 as functIons of wIng-chord lengths 
of travel. Ut/c In each figure the dotted lines show the histories obtaIned from the mathematlcal 
model. Eq (3). while the solId lines indIcate the results obtaIned from direct VLM computatIons 
For the direct computations. the overshoot indicated at the beginning of each time-history occurs be-
cause the motIon was started impulsively from rest It will be recalled that the mathematical mod-
els descrIbed In Sec 2 were obtaIned under the assumption of slowly-varying motions. and are not 
expected to model the impulsive start If the short initIal transient period is excluded. in both 
cases the aerodynamlc responses obtalned from the model show reasonable agreement with those obtalned 
from dlrect computation The dlfferences between the results obtalned from the model and those from 
dlrect VLM computatlon can be attributed to errors In the Interpolatlons In the table look-ups based 
on Flgs 6-8 that were requlred to obtaln the coefflcients of the model This would Indicate that. 
for these cases. no signlflcant interactions existed between responses to pairs of characteristlc mo-
tlons. such as the Interaction between the responses to the pitch osclilation and conlng motIon. or 
between the responses to the roll osclilation and conlng motions 
The agreement shown in FlgS 9 and 10 would tend to Indicate that. over the range of angles and 
motion rates consldered In Ref 13. the mathematical model presented in Eq (3) is adequate to de-
scrlbe the aerodynamlc response to complex motions of the delta wing In actuallty. for the range of 
pitch and roll rates considered. the contributions of the pitch-damping and roll-damplng terms in Eq 
(3) were almost negllglble As a result. the aerodynamlc interactions between pairs of the charac-
teristlc motlons. which are of higher order than the damping terms. must be negllglble In these 
circumstances it IS not surprlslng that the mathematical model would appear to be validated Thus. 
whIle the VLM computations confirm the validity of the model for the cases consldered. the cases 
themselves do not concluslvely demonstrate the limits of the range of motlons and rates for WhlCh the 
model IS valid Nevertheless. the procedure discussed Indicates the way in whlch CFD methods can be 
used to valldate a candidate mathematical model 
4 VALIDATION FOR FLAP MOT10NS 
In the study reported In Ref 10. CFD solutions were obtained for the two-dlmenslonal unsteady 
transonlC flowfleld surroundlng a wlng and movlng flap (Fig 3) to demonstrate the valldlty of the 
nonllnear mathematlcal modellng concepts The flowfleld was assumed to be governed by the tlme-
dependent Inviscld Euler equatIons. and an ImplIcit tlme-accurate flnite-dlfference technlque was ap-
pIled to obtain the Solutlons The flowfield equatlons were solved on a movlng body-conforming com-
putatIonal mesh. WhlCh deformed In response to the flap motlon (Flg 11) Details of the numerIcal 
,technique. boundary condltlons. and mesh-generatlon method are found In Ref 10 
4 1 Model Valldatlon Procedure 
The alrfoil considered in Ref 10 was a NACA 64A010 section. hinged at the 75% chord pOlnt The 
forward portion of the airfoil was held fixed parallel to the oncomlng stream. while the flap was 
free to Plvot about its hlnge point wlth deflection angles ranging up to 20° The free-stream Mach 
number was held fIxed at 0 8 ValidatIon of the aerodynamlc mathematical model Involved 
1) evaluating the aerodynamic response to the characteristic motlons from Euler-equation computa-
tlons 
2) utllizing the equation governing mechanically unconstralned motions of the flap. 
la,(I) = qSIC,.(I) (13) 
together WIth the aerodynamic mathematical model. Eq 
rles 
(4). to predict a series of flap motlon histo-
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3) simultaneously solving the flowfield equations and flap-motion equation to obtaln "exact" flap 
motion histories with the same initial conditions 
The validity of the modeling approach for this nonlinear. transonic flow case was demonstrated by 
close agreement of the motion histories obtained from the two approaches 
4 2 Hinge-Moment Response to Characteristic Motions 
To obtain the hinge-moment coefficients required by the mathematical model. computations were 
carried out for the flap in both required characteristic motions The steady-state term Ch(u,) was 
obtained from a computation in which the flap deflection angle was held fixed A time-lnvariant mesh 
was employed. and the flowfield was allowed to evolve until it reached a steady state The resulting 
static hinge-moment coefficient. obtained from spatial integration of the surface-pressure distribu-
tions. is shown in Flg 12 The hinge moment is statlcally stabilizing. tending to oppose the flap 
deflection The nonlinear behavior of the static hinge moment is associated with rearward movement 
and increase in strength of the upper-surface shock wave with increasing flap deflection For low 
flap deflectlon angles. at the Mach number considered. the shock wave was located ahead of the flap 
hinge point As the flap deflection was increased beyond 3°. the shock moved onto the flap. and its 
rearward movement along the flap. for 3° ~ uf ~ 10°. caused the greatly increased slope of the hinge-
moment curve For values of uf ~ 17°. the shock wave was essentially fixed at the traillng edge 
The contribution to the hinge-moment coefficient due to flap oscillations. Ch./. were evaluated 
from the periodlc response to small-amplitude harmonic flap oscillatlons The flap motlon was specl-
fied as 
(14) 
where U f.n ranged from 0° to 20°. and U It was small. usually 05°. The reduced frequency of the mo-
tion. k ~ wi/V. was held fixed at 0 15 for all cases Starting from an inltlal steady solution ob-
tained at uf = ufm' computations were carried out for three cycles of the motion to ensure that a pe-
rlodic solution had been obtained The hinge-moment damping coefficient was evaluated from the com-
ponent of the aerodynamic response that was 90° out of phase with the flap motion The results are 
shown ln Flg 13 as a function of the mean flap deflection angle Note that at the transonlC flow 
conditions consldered in Ref 10. the damping coefflcient is a highly nonllnear functlon of the flap 
deflection For values of ufm ~ 3° the coefficient is negative. or dynamically stablllzlng However. 
for mean flap deflections ranging between 3° and 17°. the coefficient is positive (dynamlcally desta-
bllizing) and would cause an unconstrained flap oscillation to increase in amplitude The nonlin-
ear behavior of the damping coefficient is qualitatively related to the behavior of the static hlnge 
moment In partlcular. the decrease in dynamic stability is linked to the increase ln slope of the 
static hlnge-moment curve (see Ref 22 for a detailed discussion) 
4 3 Flap Motion Hlstories 
Osclllatory time-hlstories of the flap motion were generated uSlng the flap equatlon of motion. 
Eq (13). with the instantaneous hinge-moment coefficient speclfied by the nonlinear aerodynamic 
model In these computations. the flap moment of inertia was chosen to give a value of reduced fre-
quency close to the one specified for the characteristic-motion computations After initial values 
of the flap deflection angle and velocity were specified. the equation of motion was solved numer-
ically to obtaln the motion histories At each time step the hinge-moment coefficient was speci-
fied by Eq (4). where the terms Ch(Uf(t)) and Ch./ (uf(t)) were obtalned from table look-ups ln Flgs 
12 and 13. respectively Correspondlng histories of the flap motion were also predlcted using the 
coupled-equations approach 
Time-histories of flap motion. generated with both the modeling approach and the coupled-
equations approach are shown in Figs 14 and 15 The motlon resulting when the flap was released 
from rest with an initial deflection angle Ufo = 40° is shown in Fig 14 In this case the stabi-
lizing portion of the hlnge-moment damping curve governed the motion. and the amplltude of the os-
cillation decayed smoothly In contrast. when the flap was released with a slightly larger lnltial 
deflection. Uk =45°. the dynamically destabilizing portion of the damping curve caused the amplitude 
of the oscillation to grow rapidly (Fig 15) In both cases. however. the motion historles obtalned 
using the aerodynamic mathematical model were in good agreement with the "exact" motion historles ob-
tained from the coupled equations. This confirmed the ability of the mathematical model. Eq (4). 
to describe the unsteady aerodynamic response in this highly nonlinear transonic flow On the other 
hand. a motion history generated with an aerodynamic model which does not account for nonllnear un-
steady aerodynamic contributions (i e .• Eq (4). but with the value of the damping term Ch./ held 
fixed for all uf at the value obtained at uf =0°) failed to predict the undamped growth of the of the 
flap oscillation (Fig 16) 
6 DISCUSSION 
The agreement between the force and moment histories obtained for the delta wing uSlng the mod-
eling approach and those obtained from direct CFn computations confirmed the ability of the model to 
describe the unsteady aerodynamic response to complex motions. at least within the llmited range of 
motions and rates considered Similarly. the agreement between the flap motion historles obtalned 
with the coupled-equations approach and those generated with the model confirmed the capacity of the 
model to adequately describe the unsteady. nonlinear aerodynamic response to arbitrary flap motions 
The success of the modeling approach in this case points the way to approach future problems involv-
ing unsteady motions In our view. for cases where mathematical models are valid. the modellng ap-
proach will be more economical and more versatile than the coupled-equations approach Further. use 
of the modeling approach w1ll glve better insight into the underlY1ng phys1cs than can be obtained 
through use of the coupled-equatIons approach 
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F1rst. regard1ng costs. we note that the computation of mot1on h1stor1es from the veh1cle equa-
t10ns of mot1on requires negl1gible computational effort in compar1son w1th that needed for computa-
tions of time-dependent flowfields Consequently. w1th the modeling approach. once the 1nltial ef-
fort of evaluatIng the aerodynamic responses to the characteristic motions is expended. computation 
of motlon hlstor1es would be relatively inexpensive Regarding versatility. the modelIng approach 
makes it easy to Introduce changes into the alrcraft's equat10ns of mot1on (e g • changes 1n vehicle 
mass or moment of Inert1a. or inclusion of a model of a control system) and to evaluate the1r effects 
at low cost. since the aerodynamic data within the mathematical model will rema1n unchanged In con-
trast. 1n the coupled-equations approach the simplest change 1n the aircraft's equatIons of motIon 
would requ1re a complete reevaluation of the flowfield and mot1on response 
Second. the model1ng approach would appear to give better 1ns1ght Into the phYSICS governIng the 
unsteady flow than would the coupled- equations approach If an undamped or d1vergent motion results 
from coupled-equations computatIons. it would be diff1cult to identIfy the aerodynamIC phenomena 
causing the instabIlity On the other hand. computations carried out in terms of the characteris-
tic mot1ons perm1t an 1nvestigat1on of the underlying aerodynamic mechanIsms For the transonic flap 
motions cons1dered 1n Ref 10. these computations indicated that 1t was the rearward movement of the 
upper-surface shock wave that caused the large change on the slope of the static hlnge-moment curve 
It was also posslble to show how the change in the static hinge-moment coefflc1ent was related to 
the destabilizing behavior of the hlnge-moment damplng coefficlent Further. the modellng approach 
IS compatible w1th established methods for determining the stability of mot1ons In the case of the 
flap. knowledge of the behav10r of the damp1ng coeffic1ent w1th increaslng deflectlon. obta1ned from 
the character1st1c motion computations. permltted predlct10n of the change from a damped to an un-
damped osc1llat1on with increased in1tlal deflection angle that was subsequently observed Thus. the 
nonlinear model1ng approach would appear to be the method of choice In the deslgn of fllght control 
systems and 1n fllght slmulations 
6 CONCLUDING REMARKS 
Appl1catlons of CFD methods to demonstrate the reg1mes of valldlty of nonllnear aerodynamlc math-
ematical models for the case of a maneuvering delta wlng. and for the case of an oscillatlng flap on 
an alrfoil in transon1C flow. are discussed The assumptions underlY1ng the development of the mod-
els are revlewed. and the ensu1ng Ilm1tatlons on the aerodynamlc phenomena that the resulting mod-
els can accommodate are discussed The class of mathematical models consldered. where the nonlinear 
aerodynamic responses are continuous single-valued functions of the motlon varlables. was found to 
be adequate for the types of aerodynamic phenomena that were in play Extenslon of the mathematical 
models to encompass a wider variety of possible aerodynamic phenomena. Includ1ng b1-valued aerody-
namlC responses and tlme-varying responses to steady mot1ons 1S currently belng pursued 
The economic and conceptual advantages of the modellng approach over that of coupled. simultane-
ous. solutions of the flowfield and klnematic equations of motion In predlct1ng fllght vehlcle motion 
histories are illustrated The modeling approach. when valid. elimlnates the need for costly repeti-
tive computation of flowfleld solutions when multiple motion histories must be determined 
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